What is tau?

Tau Propagation and Neurodegeneration

• Principal components of the cytoskeletal system,
microtubules are involved in the maintenance of neuronal
morphology and the formation of axonal and dendritic
processes.
– Microtubules play a vital role in cellular trafficking.
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• Tau predominantly localizes in axons where it modulates the
stability and assembly of microtubules.
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• Tau may also be present in the somatodendritic compartment
of neurons, as well as in the cytoplasm of astrocytes and
oligodendrocytes

Microtubules and axonal transport

Normal microtubule and tau function

http://www.nia.nih.gov/alzheimers/alzheimers-disease-video
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Tau gene & Tau protein

Microtubule and tau dysfunction
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Diseases with tau (tauopathy)
Tau accumulation with
no mutations in tau
associated with and
without amyloid
Alzheimer
disease, GSS

Pick disease,
Corticobasal
degeneration,
Progressive
supranuclear
palsy

Tau accumulation
associated with a
primary defect in tau
gene
FTDP-17 MAPT
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Diseases with tau inclusions (tauopathies)
3R tauopathies

4R tauopathies

Pick disease

•
•
•
•

3& 4R tauopathies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alzheimer disease
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/parkinsonismdementia complex
Chronic traumatic encephalopathy
Diffuse neurofibrillary tangles with calcifications
Down’s syndrome
Familial British dementia
Familial Danish dementia
Guadeloupean parkinsonism

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hippocampus in Alzheimer disease

Argyrophilic grain disease
Corticobasal degeneration
Progressive supranuclear palsy
White matter tauopathy with
globular glial inclusions
Myotonic dystrophy
Niemann-Pick disease, type C
Non-Guamanian motor neuron disease with
neurofibrillary tangles
Pantothenate kinase-associated
neurodegeneration
Postencephalitic parkinsonism
Prion protein cerebral amyloid angiopathy
SLC9A6-related mental retardation
Subcute sclerosing panencephalitis
Tangle-only dementia

PSEN1 F176V mutation

Neurofibrillary tangles

3R Tauopathies
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Pick Disease
MAPT G389R

4R Tauopathies
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Multiple System Tauopathy with
Presenile Dementia (MSTD)
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Tau deposits in neurons

Oligodendrocytes
and
coiled bodies

Neuropathological Stageing of Alzheimer-related changes.
Braak H and Braak E. Acta Neuropathol 1991;82:239-259
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Propagation vs transmission

• Transmission is one individual to another
• Propagation is how the disease is progressing
along a specific trajectory based on what we
know and the staging of the disease

Tau propagation: Evidence
• Tau aggregates first appear in
the locus coeruleus and
gradually propagate via the
entorhinal cortex to
hippocampus and neocortex
• Evidence suggests that
progression of tau pathology is
determined by intrinsic
characteristics and vulnerability
of anatomically connected
neurons (Hardy & Revesz,
2012)

Propagation theory: Prions
• A prion is an infectious
agent composed entirely of
protein material, that can
fold in multiple,
structurally distinct ways.
• Prions may propagate by
transmitting their
misfolded protein state.
• In this way, the prion acts
as a template to guide the
misfolding of more
proteins into prion form.

Does tau propagate in
a similar way?

Depolarization increases tau in interstitial fluid
hippocampi

Does neuronal
excitability cause
tau to “move”?

Wild-type mice

Can tau spread
from neuron to
neuron?

Yamada et al., 2014
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Endogenously generated hTau can transfer from cell to c
hTau expressing neurons

Tau propagation: in vivo summary

Recipient
tau KO
neurons

Recipient
tau KO
neurons

• Tau moves in neurons
when excited
(depolarized).
• Tau can spread from
neuron to neuron.

• What happens if one
injects tau into the
brain of mice?

Wu et al., 2016

Intracerebral Injection of P301S brain homogenate into hippocampus of
ALZ17 mice

Clavaguera et
al., 2009

Spreading of filamentous tau pathology in ALZ17 mice injected with brain extract from mice
transgenic for human P301S tau

Clavaguera et al., 2009
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Brain-derived tau oligomers are potent seeds inducing the aggregation and propagation of
endogenous tau in vivo.

Induction of severe tau pathology in the hippocampus of P301S mice infused with P301S Brain
Extract

P301S mouse extract

Tg mouse

Antibody
against human
tau only!

Ahmed et al., 2014

Lasagna-Reeves et al., 2012

Tau Pathology in White Matter Tracts

Questions to ask

• Can we generate and characterize novel
genetic mouse models to carry out reliable
analyses of Mapt loss of function in vivo in
normal and disease conditions.
• Are neurons, glia or both needed for tau
propagation to take place?
Tau propagation is related to
connectivity, and not proximity
Ahmed et al., 2014
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Summary of Evidence
• Neuronal activity can modulate tau protein secretion into the
extracellular space
• Endogenously generated hTau can transfer from cell to cell
• AD-associated tau oligomers were shown to cause tau deposition
in wild-type mice “via a mechanism reminiscent of that used by
prions”.
• Serial transmission of tau seeding was observed in ALZ17 mice
following the i.c. injection of homogenates prepared from either
ALZ17 or C57BL/6 brains that had been originally injected with
mouse tau or human tau, respectively
• Tau propagation is related to connectivity

So what questions remain?

General methods
• Turn tau OFF prior to or following
intracerebral injections of tau inocula into
entorhinal cortex.
• Inocula are prepared from postmortem human
brain tissue (midbrain) from a case carrying
the Mapt R406W mutation.
• All mice will be behaviorally and histologically
analyzed at 13-15 months post-surgery (16-18
months of age).

Inocula resulting in transmission of tau or
acceleration of underlying disease?
What cell types are involved in disease progression?

Generate a mouse model in which expression of Mapt
can be conditionally knocked out and test in vivo
whether neuronal (or glial) tau expression is needed for
the spreading of abnormal tau to brain regions in a
prion-like manner.

Advantage
These animals will provide novel insights into tau
function (or dysfunction), will help in the
identification of cell types involved in the
propagation of the disease, and will validate the
potential use of decreasing tau expression as a
therapeutic approach for tauopathies by not
allowing propagation of tau through the brain.
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Therapeutic implications
• Important to know the mechanism of propagation
• Important to know what cells are involved in the
propagation of the disease
– If successful, specific RNA interference (RNAi) agents
(such as adeno-associated viral vectors) could be
generated that will target those cell populations in which
reducing (or eliminating) tau expression will be
potentially most beneficial for patients with tauopathies
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